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It's some kind of irony that that film is more graphically violent in its particular castration scene than the 1978 original, but the violence has less .... Ever wonder what A Christmas Story star Peter Billingsley and other adorable kids from holiday movies look like now? Check out our gallery. See the full gallery .... In 1978, one film changed the face of cinema forever. Long established as one of the
most debated and divisive movies of all time, 'I Spit On .... In this action thriller, a woman who was raped by four different men in the space of only one ... I Spit on Your Grave is as aggressively exploitative as its title suggests, although as a ... Movie Info. After a young writer (Camille Keaton) is brutally raped and left for dead by four ... September 20, 2012 | Rating: 0/4 | Full Review…. ... 1978
exploitation-revenge flick I Spit on Your Grave – one-time “video nasty” and chosen by critic Roger Ebert as his all-time worst film – now .... By honing the jagged edges of Meir Zarchi's cheap and nasty ... this unwelcome remake improves technically on the 1978 original, while retaining all that was sleazy and repellent about his allegedly feminist movie. Jennifer .... I Spit on Your Grave is a 1978
American rape and revenge horror film written, directed and edited by Meir Zarchi. It stars Camille Keaton, Eron Tabor, Richard ...
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